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Abstract

In this paper, we describe distributed encryption and decryption algorithms. These algo-

rithms are required in order to make a dependable distributed data storage system in which

data is stored in an encrypted form resilient to a number of arbitrarily faulty nodes in the sys-

tem. By execution of these algorithms, a group of n nodes is able to encrypt or decrypt data

with any secret cryptographic function in the system in the presence of up to t arbitrarily faulty

nodes, whereas the following requirements are met:

❏ loss of information of up to t nodes never leads to loss of any cryptographic key

❏ t or less nodes are unable to compute a secret cryptographic function and encrypt or

decrypt data with it

❏ any group of n - t or more nodes may encrypt or decrypt data with any cryptographic

function.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, computer systems are used for a wide range of applications. For some applica-

tions, it is of crucial importance to minimize the probability that data stored in the system is

lost or corrupted. Loss or corruption of data may be caused by humans, but also by hardware or

software failures. In this paper, we will use the wordnode failure for either hardware or soft-

ware failures in a node in the system. Node failures may be caused by transient or permanent

errors. In order to make a system resilient to both types of errors, redundancy in the form of

extra nodes can be employed. Provided that all data in the system is stored in a fault-tolerant

way as a collection of data fragments on a number of nodes, arbitrary (or Byzantine) failures of

one or more arbitrary nodes needs not lead to loss of data. Although as a result of a node fail-

ure, one or more data fragments may be lost, it may be possible to recover these fragments

with the help of the other data fragments. After replacement of the failed node and recovery of

all lost data fragments that were stored on it, the system is able to survive a subsequent node
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failure. Thus, it is advantageous to recover lost data fragments as soon as possible.

In a multi-user environment, users may want to encrypt confidential data in order to pro-

tect their data against unauthorized reading and undetected mutilation by others.

Cryptography [1] is a commonly used technique to protect data against unauthorized read-

ing and undetected mutilation of data. Roughly, two types of cryptosystems exist: symmetric

and asymmetric (or public-key [2,3]) cryptosystems. Encryption and decryption of data is done

much faster with a symmetric cryptosystem than with an asymmetric cryptosystem. Therefore,

usually, a symmetric cryptosystem is used to encrypt or decrypt bulk data in a system. Encryp-

tion and decryption of data is done with a so-calledcryptographic key. Since, in a symmetric

cryptosystem, the same cryptographic key is used for encryption and decryption, this key must

be kept secret to prevent unauthorized reading and undetected mutilation of the data encrypted

with it. For this purpose, the (symmetric) key is usually encrypted by means of an asymmetric

(or public-key) cryptosystem.

Public key cryptography [2,3] is a commonly used technique to encrypt and decrypt data

to protect it against unauthorized reading and undetected mutilation. In a public key cryptosys-

tem, for every useru, two cryptographic functionsEu and Du are defined, which are each

other’s inverses. Useru keeps the details ofDu secret, whereas functionEu is made public to

all users in the system.

In Section 2 we will show that for encryption as well as for decryption of data in order to

protect this data against unauthorized reading and undetected mutilation, both the user’s public

and secret cryptographic function of the public-key cryptosystem are needed.

If we want to make a system with encrypted data resilient to one or more arbitrary node

failures, it is essential that at a node failure the lost data fragments are recovered as soon as

possible.

The recovery process consists of reconstruction of the lost data fragments with the help of

the redundant information available in the remaining data fragments. However, if the remain-

ing data fragments are in encrypted form, the user’s secret cryptographic function of the asym-

metric cryptosystem is needed to obtain the symmetric key with which the data has been

encrypted, and be able to decrypt the data fragments (with the symmetric key) and perform the

recovery process.

Since the secret cryptographic function is only known on the user node, it seems straight-

forward to let the user be responsible for the recovery process of his data fragments. However,

this would imply that theuser node must function correctly to make recovery possible.

The latter means that for the correctness of the system, we would have to rely on the cor-

rectness of a single node (viz. the user node). This is impossible, since the system should be

resilient to a number of failures of arbitrary nodes.

Therefore, agroup of nodes must be able to encrypt or decrypt data with the secret crypto-

graphic function of any user. Notice that it is not possible to delegate this operation to a single
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node, since unauthorized reading and updating is then possible as soon as this node fails (or is

compromised).

In public key cryptography, encryption and decryption of data is done by executing a com-

monly known algorithm. The output of the algorithm depends on the input data, but also on the

cryptographic key fed into the algorithm. Usually, for encryption as well as decryption, the

same algorithm is used, only the cryptographic key fed into the algorithm, differs. Each useru

makes the cryptographic key of the functionEu known to all other users, whereas it keeps the

cryptographic key needed to perform functionDu secret.

In order to make a distributed multi-user system with encrypted data resilient to a number

of up tot simultaneously failing nodes, encryption and decryption should be done by a group

of n nodes (n ≥ 2t+1) such that:

❏ loss of information of up tot nodes never leads to loss of any cryptographic key

❏ t or less nodes are unable to compute a secret cryptographic function and encrypt or

decrypt data with it.

❏ any group ofn - t or more nodes may encrypt or decrypt data with any cryptographic

function.

In this paper, we describe so-calleddistributed encryption and decryption algorithms. By

execution of such algorithms, a group ofn nodes is able to encrypt or decrypt data with any

secret cryptographic function in the system in the presence of up tot arbitrarily faulty nodes,

whereas the above-mentioned requirements are met.

For this purpose, the information needed to generate a secret cryptographic function in the

system (i.e. the secret cryptographic key) is split into a number ofkey fragments. The key

fragments are replicated and distributed among the nodes in such a way that:

R1. every key fragment is possessed by at leastt + 1 nodes.

R2. t or less colluding nodes do not possess a sufficient number of key fragments to gener-

ate any secret cryptographic function and encrypt or decrypt data with it.

R3. any group ofn - t or more nodes possesses sufficient key fragments to encrypt or

decrypt data with any secret cryptographic function in the system.

Let f be a secret cryptographic key that is split intoj key fragmentsfi (with 1≤ i ≤ j), which

together make up keyf.

An important assumption we make is that the result of application of the encryption

(decryption) algorithm with keyf on a piece of dataB is equal to repeated application of the

encryption (decryption) algorithm, once with every key fragmentfi, starting with dataB and at

every iteration applied on the result of the previous iteration. Furthermore, we assume that

application of the encryption (decryption) algorithm is commutative (i.e. the result of encryp-

tion (decryption) of dataB with keyf followed by encryption (resp. decryption) of the interme-

diate result with keyg is equal to the result of encryption (decryption) of dataB with key g

followed by encryption (decryption) of the intermediate result with keyf). Notice that both
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assumptions are satisfied in the RSA-system [3].

A vast amount of literature has appeared on a similar, but different problem, viz. that of

secret-sharing schemes or threshold schemes (e.g. in [1,4]). In most of these schemes, it is

assumed that all nodes that possess cryptographic key fragments can be trusted. Namely, any

node in the system is able to collect sufficient key fragments to generate any cryptographic

function. In our algorithms, we do not want to rely on the trustworthiness of a single node,

since the system should be resilient to a number of arbitrary failures of arbitrary nodes.

In [5], a distributed authentication service is described, in which the above three require-

ments R1 through R3 are met. This service is used to help the users generate a secret crypto-

graphic key to set up secure message communication.

In our distributed encryption and decryption algorithms, the main focus is on a group of

nodes being able to encrypt or decrypt data with any cryptographic function in the system,

such that the requirements R1 through R3 are satisfied. Although this is also possible in the

distributed authentication service in [5], the main focus in [5] is on a different problem.

The rest of this paper will be devoted to the distributed encryption and decryption algo-

rithms. We describe how these algorithms can be constructed, and the number of nodes and

key fragments needed for such an algorithm.

2. Encryption and decryption of data

In order to protect bulk data against unauthorized reading and undetected mutilation, a

useru encrypts it with a secret cryptographic key of a symmetric cryptosystem. This symmet-

ric key is needed to encrypt or decrypt data with it.

In order to keep this symmetric key secret, the useru encrypts this confidential symmetric

key with the public cryptographic functionEu of an asymmetric cryptosystem. Then, the sym-

metric key (and thus also the data encrypted with it) can only be read after decryption with the

user’s secret cryptographic functionDu.

The encrypted symmetric key itself should also be stored in a fault-tolerant way in the sys-

tem, such that arbitrary failure of one or more arbitrary nodes does not lead to loss of the sym-

metric key. This can be established by storing the symmetric key as a number of symmetric

key fragments on a number of nodes in the system. If, due to a node failure, one or more sym-

metric key fragments are lost, these key fragments should be recovered as soon as possible.

Recovery of the lost symmetric key fragments can be done with the help of the remaining

symmetric key fragments residing on other nodes. After the lost symmetric key fragments have

been recovered, the public cryptographic functionEu is needed to encrypt the recovered sym-

metric key fragments.

However, since the public functionEu of any useru is known by all users in the system,

any userv may generate random dataB, encrypt the dataB with Eu, and replace a symmetric

key fragment encrypted withEu by dataB, which may not be automatically detected. There-
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fore, in order to protect symmetric key fragments encrypted withEu against undetected mutila-

tion, useru calculates a hash value from the symmetric key fragment (or, more general, data),

and encrypts this hash value with his secret functionDu. In this way, useru is able to detect all

mutilations of the data (symmetric key fragment) or the hash value. Thus, in order to encrypt

and decrypt symmetric key fragments (or, more general, data), both the user’s public and secret

cryptographic function are needed.

Usually, the order in which the various encryption steps are performed is as follows: first, a

hash value of the data is calculated and encrypted with the secret functionDu. Then, the data

together with the encrypted hash value is encrypted with the public functionEu.

In the rest of this paper, we will focus on the general problem of distributed encryption and

decryption of (arbitrary) data with the secret cryptographic function of an asymmetric crypto-

system.

Notice that both encryption and decryption of data consists of execution of a cryptographic

algorithm on both the data fragment and the hash value. The only difference is in the crypto-

graphic key fed into the algorithm.

3.Distributed encryption and decryption algorithms

In this section we will introduce distributed encryption and decryption algorithms. These

algorithms are executed by a group ofn nodes,t of which may behave maliciously, in order to

encrypt or decrypt data with any secret cryptographic function, in such a way that requirements

R1 through R3 are satisfied.

We will first discuss the minimal number of nodes needed for these algorithms. Then, we

discuss how the key fragments should be distributed among the nodes, and we investigate how

the actual encryption and decryption takes place. Finally, we describe some ways to reduce the

execution time of the algorithm and the required amount of data communication needed in the

algorithm.

3.1. The minimum number of nodes in the distributed encryption and decryption algo-
rithms

As discussed before, the cryptographic key used to perform a secret cryptographic func-

tion is split into a number of key fragments. Every node possesses a number of key fragments.

It seems logical to give each node an equal number of key fragments, sinceany group ofn - t

or more nodes should possess sufficient key fragments to be able to encrypt or decrypt data

with the secret cryptographic function (requirement R3).

Let k be the number of key fragments given to each node. Becauset or less colluding

nodes may never possess a sufficient number of key fragments to generate any secret crypto-

graphic function (requirement R2), the minimal number of key fragmentsL(t, k) needed to

generate a cryptographic function is given by:

L(t, k) ≥ t ⋅ k + 1
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Furthermore, every key fragment should be possessed by at leastt+1 nodes, so that loss of

information on up tot nodes does not lead to loss of any key fragment (requirement R1). Then,

a lower bound on the total number of key fragmentsM(t, k) is given by:

M(t, k) ≥ L(t, k) ⋅ (t+1)

TheM(t, k) key fragments have to be distributed over the nodes. Since each node is given

k key fragments, the number of nodesN(t,k) can be expressed as a function oft andk:

N (t, k) = min(M(t, k)) / k =

= (L(t, k) ⋅ (t+1)) / k =

= ((t ⋅ k + 1) ⋅ (t+1)) / k =

= t⋅ (t+1) + (t+1) / k

We can see thatN (t, k) is minimal with respect tok if k goes to infinity, i.e.:

N(t, k) = t⋅ (t +1) if k → ∞
Sincek can never be infinite in any practical situation, this is only a theoretical minimum

of N(t, k). The practical minimum ofN(t, k) becomes:

min (N(t, k)) = t⋅ (t+1) + 1 ifk ≥ t+1

The corresponding minimum number of key fragmentsk given to any node is given by:

min (k) = t+1.

We will call a key fragment distributionoptimal, if the number of nodes in the system is

equal to min(N(t, k)) and the number of key fragments given to any node is equal to min (k).

3.2. The distribution of key fragments among the nodes

From the equations in the previous section one can see that in an optimal key fragment dis-

tribution the minimal number of key fragmentsL(t, k) is equal to the minimal number of nodes

N(t, k) in the system:

min(L(t, k)) = t⋅ min(k) + 1 =

= t⋅ (t+1) + 1 =

= min (N (t, k))

Let N be the set of nodes over which key fragments are distributed. Assume that the key

fragment distribution is optimal. Then, the number of nodesn in setN is:

n = t⋅ (t+1)+1.

For anyi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let N i be a node in setN. Then,N = {N1, N2, … Nn }. Further-

more, the number of key fragmentsk given to each node is given by:

k = t+1

For anyj, with 1 ≤ j ≤ t⋅ (t+1)+1, letfj be a key fragment of cryptographic keyf. With all

key fragmentsfj, with 1≤ j ≤ t⋅ (t+1)+1, keyf can be generated. Then, we propose the follow-

ing key fragment distribution:

For any i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for any cryptographic key f composed of n key fragments fy (with 1

≤ y ≤ n), node Ni ∈ N possesses the k key fragments in the set { fj | j = 1 + ((i + n - m)mod n) ∧
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1 ≤ m ≤ k}.

Example:

In this example, we illustrate the proposed key fragment distribution of a cryptographic

key f for the caset = 2. It follows thatn = 7 andk = 3. Furthermore,N = {N1, N2, N3, N4, N5,

N6, N7}. In table 1, an overview is given of the key fragments possessed by each of the nodes

N1 throughN7.

Notice that the requirements R1 through R3 are satisfied. Viz., every key fragment is pos-

sessed by at least 3 nodes. Furthermore, there are no groups of less than 3 nodes that possess

all key fragments. Finally, any group of 5 or more nodes possesses all key fragments.❏

3.3. Distributed encryption and decryption

In this section we will describe how the actual encryption and decryption takes place.

First, we state the required assumptions. It turns out that one of these assumptions can be easily

satisfied if so-called key fragment pairs are generated. We will describe how these key frag-

ment pairs can be generated using the RSA-cryptosystem. Finally, we describe the encryption

and decryption algorithm.

3.3.1. Assumptions

Assume we have a system consisting of a setN of nodes, up tot of which may behave

maliciously. For anyi, with 1≤ i ≤ n (wheren = t⋅ (t+1)+1) , letN i be a node in setN. For any

j, with 1≤ j ≤ t⋅ (t+1)+1, letfj be a key fragment of cryptographic keyf. With all key fragments

fj, with 1≤ j ≤ t⋅ (t+1)+1, keyf can be generated.

Then, we make the following assumptions for our distributed encryption and decryption

algorithms:

A1. The key fragmentsf j (with 1 ≤ j ≤ n) of key f are distributed among the nodes inN as

node possessed key fragments

N1 f1 , f7 , f6

N2 f2 , f1 , f7

N3 f3 , f2 , f1

N4 f4 , f3 , f2

N5 f5 , f4 , f3

N6 f6 , f5 , f4

N7 f7 , f6 , f5

Table 1: An optimal key fragment distribution for t = 2
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described in Section 3.2. Furthermore, all correct nodes know how the key fragments

have been distributed.

A2. Any correctly functioning nodeNi of N is able to verify the correctness of every par-

tially encrypted piece of data.

A3. All correct nodes inN agree upon the data that should be encrypted resp. decrypted.

Let B(Ni) be the data that should be encrypted resp. decrypted according to nodeNi,

then for any pair of correctly functioning nodesNi andNj, it holds thatB(Ni) = B(Nj).

A4. All correct nodes know (within known bounds) when the algorithm starts.

A5. At least 1 correct node starts the algorithm.

The assumptions can be satisfied as follows. Since the user knows all the key fragmentsfj

(with 1 ≤ j ≤ n) of keyf, it is easiest to let the user be responsible for the distribution of the key

fragments of its secret cryptographic keyf. The key distribution problem is far from trivial,

however, it falls beyond the scope of this paper.

In Section 3.3.3. we show that assumption A2 can be easily satisfied if the RSA-system [2]

is applied for encryption and decryption of data, by generating so-calledkey fragment pairs

(described in Section 3.3.2.). In our algorithm, for simplicity reasons, we will assume that for

encryption and decryption, RSA is used.

Assumption A3 can be satisfied by having the nodes inN perform Byzantine Agreement

Protocols (see e.g. [6,7,8]).

Assumption A4 can be satisfied by executing the distributed encryption or decryption

algorithm as soon as the Byzantine Agreement Protocol is terminated. Then, provided that

only up tot nodes may function maliciously, assumption A5 is automatically satisfied.

3.3.2. Generating key fragment pairs with RSA

In RSA [2], two large different prime numbers arep andq are chosen. We chooser to be

the product ofp andq.

Now, a public cryptographic keye is chosen such that the greatest common divisor (or

GCD) of e andϕ(r) is equal to 1. Thus:

GCD(e, ϕ(r)) = 1

Here,ϕ(r) is Euler’s totient function and is given by:

ϕ(r) = (p-1)⋅ (q-1)

Sincee is relative prime toϕ(r), it has a multiplicative inverse in the ring of integers mod-

ulo ϕ(r) (by Euclid’s algorithm (see e.g. [9])). This multiplicative inverse ofe is the corre-

sponding secret cryptographic keyd, which is defined by:

e ⋅ d ≡ 1 (mod ϕ(r))

The public and secret cryptographic function (E resp.D) with keye resp.d on a piece of

dataB are defined by:

E(e, B) = B e (mod r) and
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D(d, B) = B d (mod r)

In [2] it is proven that the cryptographic functionsD andE are each other’s inverses, i.e.

B ≡ D(d,E(e,B)) ≡ E(e,B)d ≡ (Be)d ≡ Be⋅d (mod r)

In RSA, the numbersp,q, andd are kept secret, and the numberse andr are made public.

For our distributed encryption and decryption algorithms to work, cryptographic keys

must be split up into a number of key fragments. In RSA, this is easily done by splitting each

of the cryptographic keysd ande into n key fragments:

d ≡ d1 ⋅ d2 ⋅ …⋅ dn (mod ϕ(r))

e ≡ e1 ⋅ e2 ⋅ … ⋅ en (mod ϕ(r))

The key fragments are selected in such a way that:

∀ i ∈ [1,n] : ei ⋅ di ≡ 1 (mod ϕ(r))

For all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the pair {ei,di} is called a key fragment pair.

It can easily be seen that the public and secret cryptographic function with keye resp.d

can now be written as:

E(e,B) = Be ≡

≡ Be1⋅e2⋅e3⋅…⋅en ≡
≡ (… ((Be1)e2)… )en (mod r)

resp.

D(d,B) = Bd ≡

≡ Bd1⋅d2⋅d3⋅…⋅dn ≡
≡ (… ((Bd1)d2)… )dn (mod r)

Furthermore, for any key fragment pair {ei,di} (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n), it holds that:

E(ei,D(di,B)) ≡

≡ (Bdi )ei ≡ B (mod r)
and

D(d i,E(ei,B)) ≡

≡ (Bei )di ≡ B (mod r)

3.3.3. The algorithm

Assume we have a system consisting of a setN of nodes, up tot of which may behave

maliciously. For anyi, with 1≤ i ≤ n (with n = t⋅ (t+1)+1) , let N i be a node in setN. For anyj,

with 1 ≤ j ≤ t⋅ (t+1)+1, letej (resp.dj) be a key fragment of cryptographic keye (resp. d). With

all key fragmentsej, (resp.dj) with 1 ≤ j ≤ t⋅ (t+1)+1, keye(resp.d) can be generated. We

assume that, for alli with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the pair {ei,di} is a key fragment pair. We assume that the

key fragments of keyd are kept secret, whereas the key fragments of keye are made public to
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all nodes. The algorithm is performed by a group ofn nodes and consists of applying a crypto-

graphic functionD with the secret cryptographic keyd on data fragmentB. We assume that A1

through A5 from section 3.3.1. are satisfied.

By assumption A5, at least one correct node starts the algorithm. Assume thatNi (for cer-

tain i, with 1≤ i ≤ n) is a correct node that starts the algorithm. We will refer to nodeNi as the

source node. Now, B(Ni) is the data fragment that should be encrypted (resp. decrypted)

according to nodeNi.

Let KF(Ni) be the set of thek key fragments ofd possessed byNi (Here, by assumption

A1, k = t+1). Then:

KF(Ni) = {di, di-1, … , dn-k+i-1}

Now, nodeNi performs cryptographic functionD on B(Ni) with all the key fragments it

possesses, resulting in a partially encrypted data fragmentP(Ni, B(Ni)), which is defined by:

P(Ni, B(Ni)) = D(dn-k+i-1, …, D(di, B(Ni)) … )

This partially encrypted data fragment should be relayed to one or more correctly function-

ing nodes that did not yet participate in the encryption process. In order to guarantee that at

least one correctly functioning node receives the partially encrypted data fragment in the pres-

ence of up tot maliciously functioning nodes, the partially encrypted data fragment should be

relayed to at leastt+1 other nodes. Assume thatNj is a correctly functioning node that receives

the partially encrypted data fragment from nodeNi. Then, at receipt of the partially encrypted

data fragment,Nj will first check if the data fragment was properly encrypted. For this purpose

it performs the cryptographic functionE with all key fragmentsey (with 1 ≤ y ≤ n) that form a

key fragment pair with the key fragments that are possessed byNi. I.e. nodeNj computesV,

where:

V = E(ei, … , E(en-k+i-1, P(Ni,B(Ni))) … )

NodeNj decides that the partially encrypted data fragment was properly encrypted iff

V = B(Nj)

since, by assumption A3, it holds thatB(Ni) = B(Nj).

To be able to perform this check, nodeNj must know with which key fragments the data

fragment has been encrypted. By assumption A1,Nj knows how the key fragments have been

distributed among the different nodes, it is only required thatNj has some information about

the path (i.e. the sequence of nodes) along which the data fragment has travelled from the

source node toNj. The required information is called thepath information of the data frag-

ment. The path information should reveal allcorrect nodes along which the data fragment has

travelled from the source node toNj. Notice that, if all nodes in the path indeed function cor-

rectly, the path information actually indicates the path along which the data fragment has trav-

elled. For our algorithm, we simply add the following assumption:
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A6. Every correct node knows the path information of any correctly partially encrypted

data fragment that it receives.

A general way of providing the path information of a data fragment to a node that receives

it, is to append the path information to the data fragment. Any valid message in the algorithm

therefore should consist of a partially encrypted data fragment followed by the path informa-

tion of that data fragment. In the next section we describe how the path information is con-

structed.

If nodeNj decided that the partially encrypted data fragment was properly encrypted, then

nodeNj believes that nodeNi has encrypted a data fragment of the correct dataB, and thus,Nj

cooperates in the encryption (resp. decryption) process. NodeNj now performs cryptographic

function D on the partially encrypted data fragmentP(Ni, B(Ni)) that it received with all the

key fragments that it possesses, and that are not possessed by nodeNi.

In other words,Nj produces a partially encrypted data fragmentP(Nj, P(Ni, B(Ni))), which

is defined by:

P(Nj, P(Ni, B(Ni))) =

D(dv(m), …, D(dv(1), P(Ni, B(Ni)) … )

in which:

{ v(1), … v(m)} = KF(Nj) - (KF(Ni) ∩ KF(Nj))

This partially encrypted data fragment is again forwarded to one or more correctly func-

tioning nodes that did not yet participate in the encryption (resp. decryption) process, etc., until

the secret cryptographic functionD has been performed with all key fragmentsdi (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

3.3.4. Constructing path information

In each phase of the distributed encryption and decryption algorithms described in the pre-

vious section, messages arerelayed from one node to other nodes.

In this section, we describe the actions required when relaying a message. We start with

some notations.

Notations

The following notations will be used:

1. For messagem, we will denote a message digest of its data fragmentmv asmd(mv).

2. For paths, we will use the following notations:

() the empty path

(p) a path consisting of nodep.

( s;p) a path consisting of path (s) concatenated with nodep.

3. For any message with data fragmentmv which has travelled from a source nodes

along any path(p) to a destination nodea, the path information of that message is
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denoted aspinfo(mv,(s;p;a)). (Notice that, because in every valid messagem, a mes-

sage digestmd(mv) of the data fragmentmv of m is integrated in the path information

of m, the path information ofm is a function of the path along whichm has travelled,

and its data fragment.)

4. For any path informationpinfo(mv,(s;p;a)) and any nodei, by {pinfo(mv,(s;p;a))} i we

will denote the path informationpinfo(mv,(s;p;a)) signed byi.

5. For any data fragmentmv and any nodea, by {mv} a we will denote the data fragment

mv signed bya. Similarly, a data fragmentmv signed by all nodes in pathp is denoted

by {mv} p.

6. For any data fragmentmv and any nodess anda, by m(mv,(s;a)) we will denote the

message with data fragmentmv sent froms to a. Similarly, for any path(p), by

m(mv,(s;p;a;b)) we will denote the messagem(mv,(s;p;a)) relayed bya and sent tob.

Since the signatures on the path information must be unforgeable, every node itself must

sign the messages it relays. Thus, the path information must be updatedduring execution of the

distributed encryption and decryption algorithm. For signed messages we use the following

definitions:

7. The path information of a messagem(mv,(s;a)) with data fragmentmv sent from the

source nodes to a nodea has been signed bys and is defined as:

{ pinfo(mv,(s;a))} s = {md(mv);a} s.

8. The path information of a messagem(mv,(p;i;a;b)) sent from nodea to nodeb, that

was sent via path(p ;i) to a, and has been signed bya is defined as follows:

{ pinfo(mv,(p;i;a;b))} a = {{ pinfo(mv,(p;i;a))} i;b} a

Notice thati has signed the identification ofa (the receiver of the message). This is

done in order to preventb from undetectably removinga from the path (p;i;a;b).

9. A message m(mv,(p;i;a)) that has travelled via path (p;i) from the source node to node

a is defined as:

m(mv,(p;i;a)) = ({mv} (p;i));({ pinfo(mv,(p;i;a))} i)

Relaying messagem(mv,(p;i;a)) from nodea to nodeb, results in messagem(mv,(p;i;a;b))

being sent tob, where:

m(mv,(p;i;a;b))=({{ mv} (p;i)} a);({{ pinfo(mv,(p;i;a))} i;b} a)

Thus, the message relay operation performed by a consists of signing {mv} (p;i) with a’s

signature, adding nodeb to the signed path information {pinfo(mv,(p;i;a))} i, signing the new

path information {pinfo(mv,(p;i;a))} i;b with a’s signature, and sending the new message

m(mv,(p;i;a;b)) to b.

3.4. Efficiency considerations on the distributed encryption and decryption algorithms

The encryption (resp. decryption) algorithm described in 3.3.3. is started at a source node,

and proceeds along several paths of nodes, each of which encrypts (resp. decrypts) the partially
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encrypted data fragment with the new key fragments it possesses.The algorithm continues until

the cryptographic function has been applied with all thet 2 + t + 1 key fragments of the crypto-

graphic key. It is interesting to look at the length of the paths of nodes followed by the encryp-

tion (resp. decryption) algorithm. We will define acompleted path as a path containing a set of

nodes that together possess all key fragments of the cryptographic key. The algorithm thus

consists of a number of completed paths.

Any completed path starts with a source node which possessesk different key fragments.

In the worst case situation, every subsequent node in the path has only one new key fragment,

and then, the length of the path (i.e. the number of nodes in the completed path) ist 2 + 1. This

is an upper bound to the length of a completed path.

A lower bound to the length of a completed path ist + 1, since, from section 1, we know

that at leastt + 1 nodes are required to encrypt (resp. decrypt) data with any secret crypto-

graphic key.

The algorithm should be designed in such a way that, in every situation of up tot arbitrar-

ily faulty nodes, at least one completed path contains only correct nodes.

The duration of the algorithm depends on the length of the longest completed path fol-

lowed by the algorithm. In section 3.4.1., we will show that it is possible to have the algorithm

follow only completed paths of lengtht +1, and still guarantee that the correct encryption

(resp. decryption) is performed in the presence of up tot maliciously functioning nodes.

Furthermore, the amount of data communication in the algorithm depends on the number

of completed paths followed by the algorithm. In section 3.4.2., we will describe a simple

method by means of which the number of completed paths followed by the algorithm remains

small. However, as we will also show in section 3.4.2., this method does not always yield the

minimal number of completed paths.

3.4.1. Distributed encryption and decryption algorithms with completed paths of mini-
mal length only

Since the duration of the algorithm depends on the length of the longest completed path

followed by the algorithm, it is advantageous to minimize the length of the longest completed

path. However, the algorithm must always follow at least one completed path which contains

correct nodes only.

We will show that, provided the number of faulty nodes does not exceedt, the set of all

completed paths of lengtht +1 always contains a path with correct nodes only.

In the rest of this section, we use the following lemma:

Lemma 1:

Let S1 , S2, … Si+1 be disjunct sets. LetS be {S1, … , Si+1}. Let M be the conjunction ofS1

through Si+1, i.e. M = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ … ∪ Si+1. Let X be a subset ofM containing at mosti ele-

ments. Then:
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∃ Sj ∈ S: j ∈ [1,i+1] ∧ Sj ∩ X = ∅ ❏

The proof of this lemma is straightforward. The lemma will be used to prove the following

theorem:

THEOREM 1:

Assume we have a system consisting of a setN of nodes, up tot of which may behave

maliciously. For anyi, with 1≤ i ≤ n (with n = t ⋅ (t+1)+1) , letN i be a node in setN. For anyj,

with 1 ≤ j ≤ t ⋅ (t+1)+1, letfj be a key fragment of cryptographic keyf. With all key fragments

fj, with 1≤ j ≤ t ⋅ (t +1)+1, keyf can be generated. We assume that A1 through A5 from section

3.3.1. are satisfied. We assume that our distributed encryption / decryption algorithm is per-

formed by a group ofn nodes and consists of applying a cryptographic functionF with the

secret cryptographic keyf on data fragmentB, by following only completed paths of minimal

lengtht +1.

Then, at least one completed path of lengtht +1 contains correct nodes only. ❏

For simplicity, we first prove theorem 1 for the caset =2. After that, we generalize the

proof for arbitraryt.

Proof for t =2:

For the caset =2, setN = {N1,N2,N3,N4,N5,N6,N7}. The key fragment distribution is given

in table 1 in Section 3.2. The minimal length of a completed path ist +1 = 3. Now, we can dis-

tinguish three different disjunct setsS1 , S2, andS3 of t (=2) nodes, each of which containst ⋅

(t+1) (=6) key fragments. The sets and the corresponding key fragments possessed by them are

given in table 2.

For each of the setsS i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ 3), the key fragment not possessed by one of the nodes

in the setS i, is possessed by each of the nodes in the corresponding setU i, where:

U1 = {N5 , N6 , N7}

U2 = {N6 , N7 , N1}

U3 = {N7 , N1 , N2}

set nodes in set possessed key fragments

S1 N1 , N4 f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f6 , f7

S2 N2 , N5 f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , f7

S3 N3 , N6 f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , f6

Table 2: Disjunct sets of t nodes, each with k-1 key fragments for the case t =2
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E.g. key fragmentf5, which is not possessed by one of the nodes inS1, is possessed byN5,

N6, andN7.

Sincet =2, each of the setsU1 throughU3 contains at least one correct node.

Now, we defineX to be a subset ofN, containing all faulty nodes ofN. Since we assumed

that the number of faulty nodes does not exceedt, setX contains at mostt (=2) nodes. Then, by

lemma 1, at least one of the setsS1 throughS3 has an empty intersection with setX, i.e. at least

one of the setsS1 throughS3 contains correct nodes only.

So there is always a setS j (with 1 ≤ j ≤ 3) which does contain correct nodes only, and its

corresponding setUj always contains a correct node, sayNh (with 1 ≤ h ≤ 7).

Now, any path following the nodes inSj and nodeNh is a completed path which has mini-

mal length and contains correct nodes only. ❏

Proof for arbitrary t:

Now we will prove theorem 1 for arbitraryt. SetN = {Ni | 1 ≤ i ≤ t⋅ (t+1)+1 }. The key

fragment distribution is given in Section 3.2. The minimal length of a completed path ist+1.

Now, we can distinguisht+1 different disjunct setsS i of t nodes, each of which containst ⋅

(t+1) key fragments. SetS i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ t +1) is defined as follows:

S i = {N j | j = i + h ⋅ (t+1) ∧ 0 ≤ h ≤ t-1}

SetSi (with 1 ≤ i ≤ t+1) contains all key fragments of keyf, except the fragmentfi+t 2. This

fragment is possessed by each of thet+1 nodes in the corresponding setUi, where, for 1≤ i ≤

t+1, U i is defined by:

U i = { N j | j =( i + t 2 + h) mod n ∧ 0 ≤ h ≤ t}

Each of the setsU i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ t+1) contains at least one correct node.

Now, we defineX to be a subset ofN, containing all faulty nodes ofN. Since we assumed

that the number of faulty nodes does not exceedt, setX contains at mostt nodes. Then, by

lemma 1, at least one of the setsS1 throughSt+1 has an empty intersection with setX, i.e. at

least one of the setsS1 throughSt+1 contains correct nodes only.

So there is always a setS j (with 1 ≤ j ≤ t+1) which does contain correct nodes only, and its

corresponding setUj always contains a correct node, sayNh (with 1 ≤ h ≤ t ⋅ (t+1)+1).

Now, any path following the nodes inSj and nodeNh is a completed path which has mini-

mal length and contains correct nodes only. ❏

3.4.2. A method to reduce the number of completed paths in distributed encryption and
decryption algorithms

In Theorem 1, we assumed that the distributed encryption / decryption algorithm may fol-

low all completed paths of minimal length. In the algorithm, there are (t+1)2 different sets of
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t+1 nodes, for each of which the nodes can be followed in any order by the algorithm, resulting

in a large number of completed paths with minimal length.

In this section, therefore, we investigate how the number of completed paths followed by

the algorithm can be reduced. This reduces the amount of data communication needed by the

algorithm. We present a simple method by means of which the number of paths followed by

the algorithm remains small.

First of all, provided that all nodes in a certain path are functioning correctly, since we

assumed that the encryption (resp decryption) function is commutative, the order in which the

nodes in a path are followed by the algorithm, has no influence on the encryption (resp.

decryption) result. Therefore, we reduce the number of paths followed by the algorithm, by

requiring that every path followed by the algorithm contains a unique set of nodes (i.e. differ-

ent from the sets of nodes of other paths). This can easily be established e.g. by visiting the

nodes in every path in a fixed order.

However, the number of paths followed by the algorithm can be reduced much further, as

long as it is guaranteed that at least one path contains correct nodes only (in the presence of up

to t faulty nodes).

We will use the following lemma:

Lemma 2:

Let S1, S2, … Si+1 be non-empty sets, which have exactly one elementx in common, i.e.

∃1 x: (∀ j,k ∈ [1,i+1]: (j ≠ k ⇒ Sj ∩ Sk = x))

Let M ⊇ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ … ∪ Si+1, andS be {S1, …, Si+1}. Let Y be a subset ofM \ {x} contain-

ing at mosti elements. Then:

∃ Sj ∈ S : j ∈ [1,i+1] ∧ Sj ∩ Y = ∅ ❏

The proof of lemma 2 is straightforward and follows directly from lemma 1.

We will now describe our method of reducing the number of completed paths followed by

our distributed encryption / decryption algorithms. We introduce the method for the caset =2,

and thereafter generalize it for arbitraryt.

Assume we have a system consisting of a setN of nodes, up tot of which may behave

maliciously. For anyi, with 1≤ i ≤ n (with n = t ⋅ (t+1)+1) , let N i be a node in setN . For any

j, with 1≤ j ≤ t ⋅ (t+1)+1, letfj be a key fragment of cryptographic keyf. With all key fragments

fj, with 1≤ j ≤ t ⋅ (t+1)+1, keyf can be generated. We assume that A1 through A5 from section

3.3.1. are satisfied. We assume that our distributed encryption / decryption algorithm is per-

formed by a group ofn nodes and consists of applying a cryptographic functionF with the

secret cryptographic keyf on data fragmentB, by following only completed paths of minimal

lengtht+1.
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The reduction method for the caset=2

For t=2, all completed paths of minimal length, each one containing a unique set of nodes,

are given in table 3.

We will show that with a selection of 6 completed paths from the set above, provided that

N does not contain more than 2 faulty nodes, there is always at least one path with correct

nodes only.

For any combination of up to 2 faulty nodes inN, the algorithm must follow at least one

path containing correct nodes only.

Initially, the pathsP3, P5, andP7 are included in the algorithm. For anyi with 1 ≤ i ≤ 9, we

define setSi,j as the set containing the nodes of pathPi. SetsS3, S5, andS7 have only one node

(viz. N7) in common. LetY be the set of all faulty nodes inN \ {N7}. Since we assumed that

t=2, Y does not contain more than two nodes. By lemma 2, at least one of the setsS3, S5 , and

S7 has an empty intersection withY. So, provided that nodeN7 functions correctly, at least one

of these three paths contains correct nodes only.

We have to include other paths from table 3 in the algorithm in order to guarantee a path

with only correct nodes in the case thatN7 is faulty. Notice that the algorithm already contains

a path with only correct nodes, if nodeN7 functions correctly. The paths we are going to

include next need only be followed in the case thatN7 is faulty !

For this purpose, we select the pathsP2 andP4. We assume thatN7 is faulty. SetsS2 andS4

(i.e. the sets containing the nodes in pathP2 resp.P4) have only 1 node in common (viz.N6).

Let Y be the set of all faulty nodes inN \ {N6,N7}. Since we assumed thatt=2 andN7 is faulty,

Y does not contain more than 1 node. By lemma 2, at least one of the setsS2 andS4 has an

empty intersection withY. So, provided that nodeN6 functions correctly (and that nodeN7 is

Path Description

P1 N1 → N4 → N5

P2 N1 → N4 → N6

P3 N1 → N4 → N7

P4 N2 → N5 → N6

P5 N2 → N5 → N7

P6 N2 → N5 → N1

P7 N3 → N6 → N7

P8 N3 → N6 → N1

P9 N3 → N6 → N2

Table 3: Description of all different completed paths of minimal length for t=2
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faulty), at least one of these paths contains correct nodes only.

Now we have to include a final path from table 3 in the algorithm in order to guarantee the

presence of a path with only correct nodes in the case that bothN6 andN7 are faulty. For this

purpose, pathP1 is selected.

Thus the final algorithm fort = 2 contains the pathsP1, P2, P3, P4, P5, andP7.

It is worthwhile noticing that the described reduction method doesnot yield an optimal

solution (i.e. a solution with a minimal number of completed paths of minimal length). Fort =2

an optimal solution only requires 5 paths, e.g. a solution with pathsP1, P3, P5, P7 andP9 is

also possible. The verification is left to the reader. It is, however, not straightforward to arrive

at this solution.

The reduction method for arbitrary t

For arbitraryt, all (t + 1) 2 completed pathsPi (for 1≤ i ≤ (t + 1)2) of minimal length, each

one containing a unique set of nodes, are defined as follows:

∀ j,k ∈ [1,t+1]:

P(j - 1)⋅(t + 1) +k ≡ Nj → Nj+ (t+1) → Nj+2⋅(t+1) → … → Nj+(t-1)⋅(t+1) → Nj+(t-1)⋅(t+1)+k

The selection of the paths for arbitraryt is done analoguously to the selection of paths for

the caset=2. The selection of the paths is done int+1 selection steps. In selection stepi (for 1≤
i ≤ t+1), t+2-i paths are selected.

In the first selection step, we select allt+1 paths in the set:

{ P(j - 1) ⋅( t+1)+k | j+k = t+2 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ t+1}

By lemma 2, we can prove that, provided that nodeNt⋅(t+1)+1 functions correctly, at least

one of theset+1 paths contains correct nodes only.

In selection stepi (with 1 ≤ i ≤ t+1), we select allt+2-i paths in the set:

{ P(j - 1) ⋅( t+1)+k | j+k = t+3-i ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ t+1 ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ t+1}

The final algorithm for arbitraryt contains the paths in the set:

{ P(j - 1) ⋅( t+1)+k | j+k = t+3-i ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ t+1 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ t+1 ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ t+1}

The number of paths followed by the algorithm is equal to:

which is equal to (t 2+ 3⋅t + 2) / 2.

3.4.3. Precomputation of composed key fragments

The algorithm described in 3.3.3. proceeds along several paths of nodes, each of which

performs the encryption / decryption function on the partially encrypted data fragment with all

i
i 1=

t 1+

∑
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the key fragments it possesses. In RSA, sequential application of the cryptographic functionF

with x key fragmentsfi throughfi+x on a data fragmentB results in the calculation of:

( … (((((B fi )(mod n)) fi+1)(mod n))…) fi+x) (mod n)
which is equal to

(B fres)(mod n)
wherefres is defined by:

fres = (fi ⋅ fi+1 ⋅ … ⋅ fi+x)( mod ϕ(n))

If we assume that every correct node knows the paths along which the data fragments are

sent, every correct node can precompute the resulting composed key fragments with which the

data should be encrypted (resp. decrypted). In the implementation we made of the algorithm

for the caset = 2, we obtained a reduction in the execution time of the algorithm of approxi-

mately 72%, by applying this method of precomputation of composed key fragments.

3.4.4. Implementation

As a part of the FADE project carried out on the University of Twente, the distributed

encryption / decryption algorithm described in this paper has been implemented for the caset =

2 with 5 paths using precomputation of composed key fragments. The algorithm runs on a set

of Sun workstations in a Unix environment.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described distributed encryption and decryption algorithms. These

algorithms are required in order to make a dependable distributed data storage system in which

data is stored in an encrypted form resilient to up tot arbitrarily faulty nodes in the system.

The algorithms run on a system consisting of a number of nodes, each of which possesses

a number of key fragments. Data fragments are encrypted / decrypted by relaying it along sev-

eral paths of nodes, each of which performs the encryption / decryption function on the par-

tially encrypted data fragment with all the new key fragments it possesses.

We have considered several optimizations of the algorithm. We have minimized the length

of the paths that are followed by the algorithm. Furthermore, we presented a simple method in

order to reduce the number of paths of minimal length that are followed by the algorithm.

Finally, we have considered precomputation of composed key fragments, which may save con-

siderable amounts of computation time. We have implemented the algorithm for the caset=2.
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